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PREFACE
This report is a first product of a collaboration between the Minderoo Foundation and the Sea
Around Us in view of the creation of a Global Fisheries Index (GFI). This report consists, in the
main, the reproduction of a PowerPoint presentation (PPT) detailing how the Sea Around Us is
currently (in 2019) updating the catch reconstruction that it assembled for all maritime countries
of the world and their overseas territories for the year 1950 to 2010.
These reconstructions, in the last years, were summarily updated to 2014. However, for the
purposes of the GFI, a thorough revision of all our procedures and specific catch reconstruction is
warranted, and is being performed in the wake of an update to 2016. The PPT presented in this
report documents how this updating and the concomitant review of our catch reconstructions will
be proceeding.
Two appendices complete the report. The first is a paper presented at the Global Fishing Index
Internal Project Review Meeting held at the Forrest Hall, UWA (Perth, Australia) on 13-15 May
2019. This meeting brought together the Minderoo Foundation, Sea Around Us and other groups.
This paper presented the rationale for the contribution of the Sea Around Us to the GFI, and is
included because the contribution was largely agreed upon, and thus, can serve as a guide to the
further work by the Sea Around Us.
The second appendix is based on a small study by a member of the Sea Around Us, Ms Rebecca
Schijns, who demonstrated that the key method to be used by the Sea Around Us for the
assessments that will form the basis of the GFI, the CMSY method, is extremely sensitive to the
integrity of the catch time series used. This paper concludes and reiterates that the catch time series
must not be truncated. This sensitivity is a property that the CMSY method shares with most ‘data
rich’ stock assessment methods. Thus, when presenting the GFI, care will have to be taken to
explain why the Sea Around Us prefers using long catch time series (i.e., 1950-2016), rather than
the short time series used in most ‘official’ assessments.
We invite readers to contact any of authors if they have questions about the contents of this report.
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Introduction to catch reconstruction;
Searching for information;
Identification and comparison of reported data;
Methods of reconstructing catch by sector;
Troubleshooting;
More tools and information.
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1. Introduction to catch
reconstruction
1a. Context for catch reconstruction;
1b. What is a catch reconstruction?
1c. Data layers and database process to map catch.
3

1a. Context for catch
reconstruction
Context for catch reconstruction;
Why do we need a time series?
Why do we need to reconstruct catch from 1950 onward?
What components do we include in reconstructed catch data?
What spatial location data is assigned to catch?
What is our catch data used for?
4
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Why do we need to reconstruct catch from
1950 onward?
• 1950 is the year that the FAO started to report catch statistics
annually in a standard format;
• Pre-1950 information, though available, is either more scarce, not
easily obtained, or are presented in a qualitative form;
• In addition, WWII affected many fishing operations worldwide and
only in a few countries where such operations continued and
permitted the recording of catch statistics.
7

Context for catch reconstruction
• Reported catch by official bodies often does not represent total catch:

• Data mandates or resources may limit what data governments collect;
• Unreported catch is not zero, i.e., it has a non-zero value. It is often known to exist,
usually via some information “shadow” in published literature or via the Internet.

• Management of stocks is largely based on catch data. Often such data does
not account for catch that is known to exist but is unreported. Thus,
management based on incomplete data risks overexploitation of stocks;
• Awareness of the impact of small-scale fisheries (artisanal, subsistence,
recreational) is important for policy and management.
5
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Why do we need a time series?
• Why do we need a time series?
• It is essential to see how catches have changed over time to
determine real fishing pressure;
• Avoid the shifting baseline fallacy in which each generation of
fisheries managers only evaluates the change in stocks over the
manager’s lifetime rather than accounting for historical change across
many generations;
• Essential for stock assessment.

6

What components do we include in
reconstructed catch data?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who #1 = Fishing Country;
Where = Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) or High Seas;
What = species or higher taxonomic group;
When = year;
Who #2 = Fishing sector (Industrial, artisanal, subsistence, recreational);
How = major gear type;
Why = end-use of the catch;
Other information = Reported or unreported, discarded or landed,
economic data.
8
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What spatial location data is assigned to
catch?
• Large Marine Ecosystems;
• FAO areas;
• EEZs (max. 200 nm from shore):

• Shelf area;
• Inshore Fishing Area (50 km offshore or 200 m depth contour) for
inhabited areas with local fisheries.

• ICES areas, NAFO areas, CCAMLR areas if applicable;

• High Seas areas by FAO area;
• Sub regional areas like province/state/island/coast (if applicable);
• Locations of coral reefs, seamounts, and primary production.
9

What is our catch data used for?
• Analysis of catch trends over
time in globally standardized
units;
• Stock Assessment = Bayesian
Catch Maximum Sustainable
Yield (CMSY)1;
• Stock Status assessment;
• Marine Trophic Index;
• Multinational footprint;
1

Froese et al. 2017. Fish & Fisheries 18: 506-526

• Mean temperature of the catch;
• Economic analysis;
• Spatial mapping of catch;
• Outside use of our data by the
United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals,
Environmental Performance
Index, Ocean Health Index,
Global Slavery Index, Human
Development Index, and SmallScale Fisheries Records (ISSF).
10
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1b. What is a catch
reconstruction?
What components of catch are often not reported?
Seven basic steps of catch reconstruction;
What taxa are included in the reconstructed catch?

11

What is a catch reconstruction?
Total reconstructed catch = reported catch + reconstructed unreported catch
• Reported

• Reconstructed

• Catch data reported by a country to an
official reporting body (the FAO, ICES,
NAFO, CCAMLR) or sometimes nationally
reported data for countries with multiple
coastlines or islands;
• Reported data has uncertainty associated
with it, as most reported data are based
on estimations and data collected with
measurement and other errors;

• Catch data not reported by a country to
any official body leading to FAO data, but
is known to exist based on national or
other data, literature and discussions with
local experts;
• Unreported catch estimated based on
available information;
• Higher uncertainty than reported catch.
However, an estimate with greater
uncertainty is better than assuming no
catch at all, which results in an erroneous
“0” catch in official data.
12

6

What components of catch are often not
reported?
• Sectors: subsistence, recreational and sometimes artisanal, or parts
thereof. Some industrial catch may also be missing due to reporting
infrastructure gaps or illegal activities or quota busting;
• Catch types: unregulated fisheries (e.g. subsistence, recreational), or
illegal or poached catches or landed by-catch;
• Discarded by-catch;
• Official data reported to FAO is also not reported by sector or at the
management-relevant spatial level of EEZs. It is sometimes also
reported in broader taxonomic categories than the underlying
national or sub-national data. This loss in taxonomic resolution is a
substantial degradation of data quality.
13

Seven basic steps of catch reconstruction
from Zeller et al. (2016)2
1. Identification, sourcing and comparison of baseline reported catch
times series:

a. FAO (or other international reporting entities) reported landings data by
FAO statistical areas, fishing country, taxon and year; and
b. National and/or sub-national data series by area, taxon, year and any other
available data parameters. Emphasis is placed on capturing total reported
catch tonnages in cases of spatial confidentiality rules.

2. Identification of sectors (e.g., subsistence, recreational) or other
fisheries components, time periods, taxa, gears etc., not covered by
(1), i.e., missing data components. This is conducted via extensive
literature searches and consultations with local experts.
2

Zeller et al. 2016. Marine Policy 70: 145-152
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Seven basic steps of catch reconstruction
from Zeller et al. (2016)2
3. Sourcing of available alternative information and secondary data
sources on missing components identified in (2), via extensive
searches of the literature (peer-reviewed and grey, both online and
in hard copies) and consultations with local experts. Information
sources can also include social science studies (anthropology,
economics, etc.), reports, colonial archives, data sets and expert
knowledge;
4. Development of data ‘anchor points’ in time for each missing data
component, and careful expansion of anchor point data to countrywide catch estimates.
2

Zeller et al. 2016. Marine Policy 70: 145-152
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Seven basic steps of catch reconstruction
from Zeller et al. (2016)2
5. Interpolation for time periods between data anchor points, either
linearly or assumption-based for commercial fisheries, and generally via
per capita (or per-fisher) catch rates for non-commercial sectors.
Important societal and socio-economic (e.g., wars, economic collapse,
civil unrest) and environmental impacts (e.g., tsunamis, destructive
storms) to be taken into account;
6. Estimation of total catch times series, combining reported catches (1)
and interpolated, country-wide expanded missing data series of
unreported catches (5);
7. Quantifying the uncertainty associated with each reconstruction (see
module 4c).
2

Zeller et al. 2016. Marine Policy 70: 145-152
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What taxa are included in the reconstructed
catch?
INCLUDED
• Marine, brackish, and
anadromous/catadromous fishes
and invertebrates;
• Unwanted discard-only taxa;
• Taxa used for production of bait or
fishmeal/oil only;
• Roe/shark fins/conch meat/etc.
converted to whole weight of
individual taxa (including shell
weight);

NOT INCLUDED
• Aquaculture (*separate
mariculture database);
• Freshwater taxa;
• Taxa for aquarium trade or
“curiosities”/jewelry/decoration
purposes;
• Reptiles, marine mammals,
plants/algae, corals; and
• Portion of catch and release
fisheries where individuals
survived.
17

1c. Data layers and database
process to map catch
Process from raw catch data to spatially allocated catch and to web data;
What categories are essential for mapping?
Fishing outside the home EEZ;
Industrial catches of tunas and other large pelagic and associated by-catch and discards;
Data Layer 3 species.
18
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Process of catch from raw data to web data

Raw catch
data in Excel
working files
in database
INT DB– integration database
format

Merlin – processing database. This
is where catch is spatially allocated
using other information
Web DB – spatially
allocated web
database
Database that
supports web
products that are
also available for
external download.

19

Mapping catch data: the Geospatial database
• Global oceans subdivided into 150,000 seaice free GIS grid cells of ½ degree Latitude
by ½ degree Longitude resolution;
• Each grid cell has numerous data
parameters associated with it:
• % water versus land;
• Mean water depth;
• Broad habitat types, e.g., % of seamounts, % of
estuaries, % of coral;
• Affiliation with other geospatial entities, such as EEZs,
FAO area, LMEs, Marine Ecoregions, climatic zones etc.

20
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What categories are essential for mapping?
• Taxon3;
• Fishing country ;
• EEZ, FAO area;
• Any catch pre-assigned to areas
outside an EEZ is allocated to half
degree cells based on the area
assigned, the fishing access database,
and the taxon distribution database
and presented on the web in map
and graph form.
The term taxon is applied to species or species
groups (genus, family, order, class or ‘nei’
3
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Domestic fishing inside the home EEZ
Data Layer 1
• Fishing by a fishing country inside its own home EEZ is assigned to
layer 1. This is the core product of most catch reconstructions;
• Catch can be reported or reconstructed landings and/or discards;
• Can be industrial, artisanal, subsistence and recreational sectors;
• Can be in one of several home EEZs “owned” by the country in
question, e.g., France’s EEZ in Atlantic Ocean versus Mediterranean
Sea. These are usually derived from separate reconstructions, as
reconstructions are based on EEZs.
22
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Fishing outside the home EEZ
Data Layer 2
• Fishing by a fishing country outside their home EEZ is assigned to layer 2;
• Catch can be reported or reconstructed landings and/or discards;
• All fishing outside a home EEZ is consider to be from the industrial sector
only;
• Fishing can be in another country’s EEZ, a high seas area, or a general
“outside of EEZ” if unknown:
• “Outside of EEZ” is allocated to EEZs or high seas areas based on:
FAO area + fishing access data + taxon distribution
23

Industrial catches of tunas and other large pelagic
taxa, and associated bycatch and discards
Data Layer 3
• Tuna Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) provide catch data for tuna
and other large pelagic species, and some information on associated bycatch/discards;
• Non-industrial components (i.e., artisanal), if reported by RFMOs, are excluded from
layer 3, but harmonized with layer 1 and 2 data whenever possible. Conservative
approach, to avoid possibility of double counting;
• Some RFMO data subsets (not all catch) are available at a variety of higher spatial
resolution than only FAO area (i.e., 1ox1o – 20ox20o “tuna cell” resolution);
• This data is pre-processed to “tuna cells”3 and added into the Sea Around Us spatial
allocation process separately from layer 1 and 2 reconstructed data;
• Thus, such industrial tuna catches need to be excluded from national or FAO reported
baseline data (and associated by-catch and discard estimations) during reconstruction of
layer 1 and 2 data, or they need to be marked as layer 3 in final dataset for removal by
allocation data team from layer 1 and layer 2 data to avoid double counting.
Le Manach et al. 2016. Chapter 3 in: Global Atlas of Marine Fisheries: A critical
appraisal of catches and ecosystem impacts; and Coulter et al. in review
4

24
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Data Layer 3 species5

5Does

not include bycatch species
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2. Searching for information
What type of information is helpful for reconstructing catch?
Common information used;
Where to find information?
Uncertainty in sources and methods;
Is the information representative?
Apparent seafood consumption rates.
26
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What type of information is helpful for
reconstructing catch?
• Read original reconstruction reports
and papers and see methods and
sources used;
• Consider types of information that are
available and what kind of data might
be needed to update components of
catch mentioned;
• Think creatively and outside the box.
27

Common information used
• Unreported anchor point sources:

• Estimated total catch from a sector or for a taxon;
• Ratio of catch by sector that is deemed to go unreported (e.g., only 1/3 of artisanal
catches are covered by reporting systems, or 5% artisanal catch taken home as
subsistence catch to feed family);
• Discard rates by a gear or sector;
• Artisanal fisher population, coastal population, indigenous population, general
population, tourist arrivals and per capita consumption or per capita subsistence or
recreational catch rates. Consider per capita rates only if they were derived
independently from reported catch data;
• Recreational anglers, recreational participation rate of population;
• Number of vessels by sector or gear type, and catch per unit effort of vessels;
• Taxonomic breakdown of sector fishing (e.g., subsistence catch by taxon).
28
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Where to find information?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific literature;
National Fisheries Ministry website;
National statistical office (census, etc.);
Regional fisheries management bodies and working groups, including FAO;
NGO/non-profit reports and stock assessment working groups;
Socioeconomic studies (GDP, changes in meat consumption, subsistence);
Google news for country;
Google specific sectors or fishing statistics using the primary language of
country and see what sources come up;
• Grey literature (trip advisor, tourism websites);
• Communication with local experts.
29

Uncertainty in sources and methods
• Some sources of data come from ‘less certain’ sources of information. Keep
track of the level of trust in such data sources for later use in estimating the
uncertainty of reconstructed data (see module 4c);
• In some countries, there may not be a lot of information from official
sources. This might mean that more grey literature sources and
assumptions are required to reconstruct missing components of the catch,
thus increasing the level of uncertainty;
• Such information is still useful. The uncertainty score for the data and
methods per sector (see module 4c) is used to reflect the quality of such
information.
30
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Is the information found representative?
• Consider whether the study accurately reflects the area, sector or
fisheries component to be represented;
• What assumptions would be made to use it?
• A study of one port or landing site may not reflect an entire country;
• A study of seafood consumption in rural coastal regions of the country may
not represent the seafood consumption rate of urban populations;
• A study of participation in recreational fishing in a country may include
freshwater sport fishing.

31

Apparent seafood consumption rates
• FAO (and some other sources) provides estimates of per capita
seafood consumption rates based on total population and catch
reported to FAO;
• Per capita seafood consumption rates derived from reported catch is
known as apparent seafood consumption;
• For the purposes of reconstructions in cases where we are trying to
derive total catch based on consumption rates (e.g., subsistence
fisheries), we need estimates of per capita seafood consumption that
is derived independently from reported catch data;
• Estimating catch using apparent seafood consumption rates results in
a circular logic and needs to be avoided.
32
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3. Identification and comparison
of reported data
3a. Adding resolution to reported catch data;
3b. Checking for retroactive changes to reported data;
3c. Working with national data;
3d. Reported data from ICES, NAFO, or CCAMLR;
3e. Identifying improvements to reporting;
3f. Handling of new taxonomic categories in reported data;
3g. Falsification of reported catch data.
33

3a. Adding resolution to reported
catch data
Reported baseline;
Limitations of FAO reported data;
Reported baseline resolution;
Reported baseline and layer 3;
Reported baseline and multiple FAO areas.
34
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Reported baseline
• All maritime countries that are FAO member countries report catch to
the FAO annually upon request, or their catches are estimated by FAO
in cases of non-reporting (currently over 25% of countries do not
report annually). The FAO estimation method is not publicly
documented.
• The FAO compiles this information and makes it available for
download in standardized units and species names.

35

Limitations of FAO reported data

www.fao.org

• FAO reported as caught from
broad ocean areas (FAO
statistical areas);
• Often reported in broad
taxonomic groups (e.g., Marine
fishes nei6);
• Not separated by fishing sector
(industrial, artisanal etc.);
• Consists of landed catches only,
discarded catches are explicitly
excluded from FAO data.
6not

elsewhere identified

36
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Reported baseline resolution
• We take the reported
information from FAO and:

• Allocate reported catch by FAO
area to EEZs and/or high seas;
• Provide more resolution to
taxonomic information for FAO
taxonomic groups based on
literature information;
• Allocate FAO data to the fishing
sectors that are catching each
taxon.

FAO data

Sea Around Us reported data

37

Reported baseline and layer 3
• Layer 3 (= industrial tuna landings and associated bycatch and
discards) is accounted for by a separate process (see section 1: slides
17-18). Thus, it is NOT part of the raw catch sets from reconstructions
(but it is integrated and allocated to ½ degree cells and thus part of
the data accessible from the web database);
• This is marked as layer 3 in the layer column or removed from the
final raw reconstructed catch data file so as to avoid double-counting.

38
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Reported baseline and multiple FAO areas
• Some countries report catch for multiple FAO areas. This may be because a
country has EEZs in more than one FAO area (e.g., India) and/or a country
is fishing in other ocean basins using distant-water fleets;
• A set of methods may include some or all of the catch reported to FAO for
all of the FAO areas where that country is fishing;
• Some reconstructions will cover any/all fishing countries within that
country’s EEZ, thus producing not only layer 1 data, but also components of
layer 2. Or they might cover some/every EEZ where a particular fishing
country is fishing or some combination in order to cover all catch that is
reported;
• Only update the FAO area data included in a particular reconstruction
methods unless a country is newly fishing in an FAO area and is not covered
elsewhere or previously.
39

3b. Checking for retroactive
changes to reported data
Retroactive changes to reported baseline;
Compare reported baseline in reconstruction with FAO data.

40
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Retroactive changes to reported baseline
• FAO releases annual updated catch statistics. Sometimes, reported
catch by species is revised for years earlier in the time period based
on updated information;
• Check for these retroactive changes by comparing, for each FAO area
separately, the totals per taxon per year of the last FAO data version
used in the Sea Around Us Integration database and the most recent
version of the updated FAO database. Look for which FAO taxon
names cause the difference:

• Are there new taxa added or were taxa disaggregated or pooled between FAO
data versions?
• Are there retroactive changes to catch amounts in earlier years?
41

Compare reported baseline in reconstruction
with FAO data
• Compare versions of FAO data to
identify new taxonomic groups and
retroactive changes to catch;
• Then compare FAO data to the
reported landings in the
reconstructed database to identify
where retroactive changes may be
required:
• Include only same taxa (exclude layer
3) and area when comparing;
• Use the column ‘original_fao_name’
to compare totals per FAO taxonomic
group.

42
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3c. Working with national data
Why is national data sometimes used in place of FAO?
Why national data may not be equal to reported FAO data?
Comparing national data with FAO.
43

Why is national data sometimes used in place
of FAO?
• If and only if national data is approximately equivalent to the data
reported to FAO, national data is sometimes used in place of FAO to
reflect higher resolution in national data such as:
• Subareas – coasts, provinces, states, islands;
• Sectors catching reported data;
• Catch reported by gear; and
• Increased taxonomic resolution in nationally reported data.
44
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Why national data may not be equal to
reported FAO data?
• Errors in data transfer as catch is combined and assembled from various
locations/reporting systems may result in missed catch or different
identification of taxa;
• Different units (product weight versus whole weight, pounds vs tonnes,
number of animals instead of whole weight etc.);
• One source may include catches landed in a country by foreign fleets, and
report these as domestic catches;
• FAO receives and harmonizes various data sources, e.g., from tuna
RFMOs. Some of these RFMO data may not be in the data reported by
national authorities to FAO;
• FAO might have used conversions from product weight to whole weight
etc.
45

Comparing national data with FAO
FAO > National

National > FAO

If FAO data is substantially larger than
nationally reported data for the same
area, after accounting for tuna RFMO
data, Sea Around Us assumes that
national reported data largely reflects
catch within its home EEZ, unless
information exists to the contrary. This
key assumption is crucial to verify
during reconstruction. Such excess catch
reported to FAO in a given FAO area is
assumed to be taken outside of the
home EEZ, i.e., becomes part of layer 2
data.

If national data is larger than reported
to FAO, Sea Around Us considers the
excess catch to be unreported catch
with respect to international accounting
via FAO. This needs close attention and
verification during reconstruction. Yes,
it’s reported nationally, but not
internationally reported to officially
recognized inter-governmental bodies
of the UN, namely FAO.

46
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3d. Reported data from ICES,
NAFO, or CCAMLR
Differences when baseline area from ICES, NAFO, CCAMLR data?

47

Differences when baseline are from ICES,
NAFO, CCAMLR data?
• Include catch reported to smaller spatial subareas other than the FAO
fishing areas. These subareas must be included in the corresponding
column of the raw catch data table to contribute to the mapping process:
• CCAMLR – catch data recorded for Southern Antarctic Ocean;

• Discards may be reported;
• Older data may not be presented by calendar year, but by fishing season (July-June). This
needs converting.

• NAFO – Northwest Atlantic Ocean:

• Catch reported at statistical sub-areas, e.g., ‘Area 6b’;
• Some areas may include ICES and NAFO areas.

• ICES – catch data and stock assessment from Northeast Atlantic Ocean:

• Catch reported at statistical sub-areas of ICES areas, e.g., ‘27.xiv.b2’;
• Sometimes reported as sub-area ‘n-k’ (not-known). Must be tracked to get total catch.

48
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3e. Identifying improvements to
reporting
How to identify improvements to reporting;
Presentist bias.

49

How to identify improvements to reporting
• Reported catch suddenly
increases (but not due to stock
dynamics or new fishery or
change in regulation);

www.seaaroundus.org

• Several new FAO taxonomic
groups reported in a given year
that are more specific, especially
when catch from broader groups
suddenly drops.
50
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Presentist bias
• Improvements in catch reporting
due to improved data collection
systems lead to rapid increases in
reported catches without
corresponding past catches being
fully corrected retroactively;
• Problem: catch does not reflect
true exploitation of stocks and
contributes to shifting baselines.
Zeller D and Pauly D (2018). The ’presentist bias’ in timeseries data: implications for fisheries science and policy.
Marine Policy 90: 14-19.
51

3f. Handling of new taxonomic
categories in reported data

52
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How to handle new FAO taxonomic categories
introduced to reported data
1. Has this species or a higher taxonomic category (e.g., family) been
fished previously? Has the species/broader group been reported
previously? Has catch for this higher group dropped?
a. If yes, likely need to adjust taxonomic breakdowns. See module 5.

2. Is this a new fishery? Is this a species that could not have been
accessed previously due to technological requirements, etc.?
a. If yes, include the species on the year the fishery began.

53

3g. Falsification of reported catch
data

54
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How to identify falsification of data
• Political pressure or standard government
policies can cause officials to deliberately or
accidentally falsify catch data to meet catch
targets, e.g., China and Myanmar:
• Catch increases exponentially from year to year.

• In cases where data falsification occurs, total
catch must be reconstructed from available
information and an adjustment factor is applied
to reported catch to lower catch to the
reconstructed amount.
Watson R and Pauly D (2001) Systematic distortions
in world fisheries catch trends. Nature 414: 534-536.

55

4. Methods of reconstructing
catch by sector
4a. General approaches to catch reconstruction by sector;
4b. Disaggregation of catch by area, reporting status, taxa and gear;
4c. Documentation of methods.
56
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4a. General approaches to catch
reconstruction by sector
How to approach catch reconstruction;
Two major approaches reconstructing sectors;
Interpolating between anchor points;
Common methods by sector.
57

How to approach catch reconstruction
• Always reconstruct FAO areas, fishing entities, EEZs, sectors, subsectors
separately. Pivot tables and pivot table graphs in excel can help visualize data and
are a crucial tool.

58
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How to approach catch reconstruction
• After checking the reported baseline, start by comparing reported data
with information found from available literature or internet sources;
• Identify which components are missing from reported data;
• Identify the information available to estimate the missing components;
• Keep track of all your work via written texts in a dedicated Word
document.
59

Two major approaches reconstructing
sectors, some examples
Total per sector/fishery/component

• CPUE x number of
boats/participants = total catch
per sector/fishery
• Unreported = total catch –
reported catch
• Total catch estimated for Coho
salmon species

Apply unreported as ratio to reported

• For every 1 ton of shrimp, 3
tonnes of bycatch;
• 15% additional unreported
industrial catch;
• Reported artisanal catch reflects
40% of total artisanal catch.

• Total catch Coho – reported Coho
= unreported Coho
60
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Interpolating between anchor points
Per Capita Consumption Rate (kg/person)
70
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Total domestic catch = Population x per capita consumption rate

• Anchors may not be available for every year;
• The slope between anchor points can be assumed to reflect the most likely change when
additional information is not available;
• Interpolations need to take key socio-economic (economic collapse = increased subsistence
61
demand), political (civil war) and environmental effects (tsunami) into account.

Common methods: Industrial fisheries
• Most likely sector to have reported data;
• Includes catch by large-scale commercial vessels;
• Unreported industrial landings often calculated either by:
• Ratio of unreported catch to reported landings of given taxa or fishery;
• Total catch for a taxon caught by industrial gears reported by the country
minus FAO reported catch for that taxon;
• Catch per unit effort (CPUE) applied to number of vessels and associated
effort.
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Common methods: Fishing outside home EEZ
• Countries report to FAO by FAO area which may be outside of the home
EEZ area;
• Information describing fishing access in other countries, whether legally or
illegally may also reference fishing in high seas waters;
• National definitions such as ‘offshore’, ‘deep sea’, ‘distant-water’ or even
‘high seas’ fishing, may not refer to actual legal high seas areas, i.e.,
beyond national jurisdiction of EEZs. In India, ‘deep sea’ means anything
beyond 12 nm, thus includes most EEZ fishing that is not small-scale;
• All fishing occurring outside a country’s home EEZ is considered industrial
sector fishing regardless of boat size or national definition of sector;
• Reconstruct by fishing entity in given EEZ or high seas using similar
methods to industrial.
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Common methods: Discards
• Am to include at least major discards for major discard-heavy fishing gears or
sectors, usually industrial;
• Discard rates from information sources need vetting carefully to establish if they
relate to target species data only, to landed catch only or to total catch brought
aboard before discarding. Therefore they need standardizing before use;
• Rates to be applied to total reconstructed landings (including unreported +
reported) for a given sector or subsector (e.g., gear).
Discards for given gear or sector =
(Reported landings + Unreported landings) x discard rate
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Common methods: Artisanal
• This sector is the next most likely to have reported data;
• Sea Around Us defines this as catches by smaller, less capital intensive vessels, or fishing
from shore. Primary purpose of artisanal fishing is the sale of the majority of the catch;
• Use primarily passive or static fishing gears;
• Artisanal fisheries only occur within a country’s home EEZ;
• Trawl fisheries and any gear dragged across sea floor or intensively through water
column using engine power are always considered industrial by Sea Around Us, no
matter the vessel size;
• Unreported artisanal landings often calculated either by:

• Ratio of unreported catch to reported landings of given taxon, gear or fishery;
• Total catch for a taxon caught by artisanal gears reported by the country minus FAO reported catch
for that taxon;
• Catch per unit effort (CPUE) applied to number of vessels or number of fishers and associated
effort measure.
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Common methods: Subsistence
• Take home catch from commercial fisheries (usually artisanal only) for
family consumption:
• % take home catch x commercial (artisanal) catch;
• Per capita take home catch x number of commercial (artisanal) fishers.

• Consumption or catch rate:

• Per capita subsistence seafood consumption rate x coastal or total population;
• Per subsistence fisher catch rate x population participating in subsistence
fishing;
• Population may be for specific select group (urban, rural, particular islands,
indigenous groups, coastal population, etc.).
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Common methods: Subsistence
• Marine subsistence catch = marine catch that was not bought, but is
consumed at home or gifted to family, friends or local community, or
bartered. It differs from consumed recreational catch in that it is
deemed a crucial protein source, while recreational catch is for
pleasure. Thus subsistence is dependence driven;
• It may include non-marketed take-home catch of artisanal fishers, as
well as catch by dedicated non-commercial fishers, which is often
done by women and children (i.e., ‘gleaning’).
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Common methods: Subsistence
• Often best estimated via subsistence catch or subsistence
consumption rates. Besides the occasional dedicated subsistence
study, sources may include household or dietary surveys that present
seafood consumption data for a population;
• Such consumption data can only be used if it is not based on reported
catch data but derived from independent catch data, i.e., from actual
consumption.
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Common methods: Subsistence
• Guard carefully against inclusion of freshwater catches, as sometimes
freshwater fish are included in the category ‘fish and invertebrates’ in
consumption data for a country that is not specific to marine
fisheries;
• Thus, such data might differ from a marine fish consumption rate;
• Estimate a marine consumption rate from overall fish consumption
rate if information for freshwater/aquaculture production of fish and
invertebrate and import/export information. Calculate subsistence
once the commercial sectors are subtracted.
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Common methods: Subsistence
• In practice, this is often not possible, and if no dedicated subsistence
studies exist for the country, area or region, we use conservative
assumptions. Derive conservative subsistence catch rates (e.g., g/day
per coastal population) or assume a fraction of total household
consumption being marine subsistence for total coastal population;
• Use the coastal population databases from, e.g., the World Bank.
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Common methods: Subsistence
• Few dedicated studies on actual marine subsistence catch exists, most
are for the Pacific Islands;
• If all else fails or there is high uncertainty as to the existence of
dedicated subsistence fishers, a minimum estimate can be derived by
assuming that a small fraction of total artisanal catch goes to
subsistence as take-home catch by all artisanal fishers.
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Common methods: Recreational
• Tourism-based and/or local participation in fishing for recreational
purposes;
• Most data on recreational catches are by number of fish, thus careful
conversion to weight is required;
• Catch-and-release catch is not counted, unless post-release mortality
is clearly documented . This is known for very few recreational
fisheries, e.g., in the US;
• If post-release mortality is known or applied to catch-and-release
catch, clear documentation is required.
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Common methods: Recreational
• Note: subsistence and recreational catch overlap as fishers consume
recreational catch. Careful not to double-count;
• There is also a gradual shift over time from subsistence fishing to
recreational fishing with increased economic development in a
country. This applies especially to emerging economies, with
increasing disposable incomes and reduced reliance on subsistence;
• On the other hand, economic collapses and political turmoil that
leads to strong downturns or collapse of economies may lead to
increased subsistence focus and increased subsistence catch.
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Common methods: Recreational
Recreational catch is often estimated using the following methods:
• Tourism arrivals x per capita participation rate in recreational fishing7
x per capita recreational catch = recreational catch
• Number of recreational licenses x per capita recreational catch =
recreational catch
• One of the methods above for total recreational catch targeted x
% catch and release x % mortality from catch and release =
recreational catch
7 If no location specific study exist, consider Cisneros-Montemayor
and Sumaila (2010) Journal of Bioeconomics 12: 245-268.
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4b. Disaggregation of catch by
area, reporting status, taxa and
gear
Disaggregate catch using breakdowns;
Disaggregate catch: FAO area, EEZ, subareas;
Disaggregate catch: Reported vs Unreported;
Disaggregate catch: Reported catch by sector.
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Disaggregate catch using breakdowns

• Each row of data in the final reconstructed data set that will be
integrated into the Sea Around Us Integration database represents
unique information. Each component of catch needs a separate row;
• Some reconstructions make use of the notes column to help keep
track of separate subcomponents.
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Disaggregate catch: FAO area, EEZ, subareas

www.seaaroundus.org
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Disaggregate catch: Reported vs Unreported
• Depending on the methods used, in general:
1. Separate reported catch data into sectors and then add on
unreported components to each sectors; or
2. Separate total reconstructed catch into reported and unreported
components by sector. ‘Total catch – Reported = Unreported’
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Disaggregate catch: Reported catch by sector
• Reported catch allocated to sectors based on species caught or other
relevant data for countries, such as data on catch by gear type;
• This method is used when certain species are entirely or mainly
caught by one sector;
• Data of national catch by sector may be helpful for allocating the
reported tonnage for a species by sector;
• If all species are caught by multiple sectors, the overall proportion
between sectors to split total reported catch between sectors might
be the best option.
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Disaggregate reported catch:
original FAO name

• Total by FAO taxon name must match what is reported for that
category to FAO or other reporting body.
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Disaggregate reported catch:
taxonomic breakdowns
• Broad taxonomic groups at family or higher levels are disaggregated
where possible based on information from literature.
Taxonomic breakdown

FAO name “Penaeus shrimps nei”
disaggregated by species
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Disaggregate unreported catch:
taxonomic breakdowns
Unreported components
taxonomic breakdown may be
based on:
a. The reported species
breakdown;
b. Taxonomic breakdown
derived from catch by
species (in weight) anchors
in literature.
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Disaggregate catch: original taxon name
• More specific taxonomic information may be provided in the column
‘original_taxon_name or taxon_notes’ if there is no available
distribution at species level;
• If the taxon name has been updated, the previous name may be
maintained in the column ‘original_taxon_name’;
• These additional information regarding catch must be maintained.
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Disaggregate catch: industrial gear
• Tim Cashion produced a report5 detailing his sources and
assumptions for gear;
• Catch for individual taxa were assigned a gear breakdown for each
EEZ based on gear data for a country’s catch if available or most likely
gears used;
• Unless other information is available, maintain gear breakdown by
taxon as for previous years.

5

Cashion et al. (2018) Fisheries Research 206: 57-64.
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Disaggregate catch: artisanal gear
• Artisanal gear was assigned to catch using a regional breakdown8:
• The top 3 artisanal catch producing countries per geographic region were
analysed and assigned gear types in order to represent artisanal gear
breakdown by taxon in the region. This average artisanal gear breakdown was
applied across countries in that geographic region;
• Again, unless other information is available, maintain the species gear
breakdown for artisanal catch at the last year’s data.

8

85 57-64.
Cashion et al. (2018) Fisheries Research 206:

Disaggregated catch in database format
• Check that totals per year per component of catch in the final
database file as they are in the working-files used for calculations;
• Plot totals by area and by sector and by taxon to check for catch
patterns that raise red flags;
• These steps are part of basic data back checking.
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Assumptions that can be made in updating
catch in the absence of other data
• Taxa are caught by the sector they have been assigned to in a
previous year. If these are exclusively caught by industrial sector and
there is nothing that suggests that a new artisanal fishery is now
catching this taxon, assume that it is still exclusively caught by
industrial sector. If caught by two or more sectors and not
proportioned out based on reconstructed total catch by sector,
assume the same proportion of reported catch per sector;
• If catch trend over time is not increasing over the last few years, use
the proportion of unreported components to reported components
as described in the methods when methods use a ratio.
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Assumptions that can be made in updating
catch in the absence of other data
• The same methods as the last year calculated in the original report as
long as information is updated (e.g., population/boats/fishers/rates);
• Ensure that the trend in catch is maintained or have information to
explain why that trend changed;
• The taxonomic breakdown for components and gear by taxa
breakdowns are the same as in the last year with data unless
otherwise specified information.
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4c. Documentation of methods
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Documentation of methods:
File of working calculations
• Label calculations. Label
the columns, the graphs,
include comments and
notes. Make this as clear as
possible so that it makes
sense to the reader.
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Documentation of methods:
File of working notes
• A word document that describes methods followed by each
component of catch, including whether retroactive changes were
made, assumptions made, etc. Can be in bullet point format, as long
as this is understandable to the reader, i.e., the next person who will
update the reconstructions;
• Document also needs to clearly describe, list and reference all data
and information sources used, especially any new and updated data
and information sources;
• Local expert sources and contacts that contributed or answered
queries should also be listed, complete with contact details,
affiliations and position.
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Documentation of methods:
Addendum
• An updated addendum that describes the methods used for this update of
the reconstruction, from the last year of reconstruction or review to
current year of data used, e.g., from 2011-2016 (*incorporate the previous
addendum and/or update it if new methods are used). This will be
published on the Sea Around Us website;
• Cite sources;
• Plot catch from 2000 onward or earlier if retroactive changes were made.
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Documentation of methods:
Uncertainty scores9
Table S1. Scoring system for deriving uncertainty ranges for the quality of time series data of reconstructed catches.
Score

a
-%

Corresponding IPCC criteriab

4

Very high

+/

10

High agreement & robust evidence

3

High

20

High agreement & medium evidence or medium agreement & robust evidence

2

Low

30

High agreement & limited evidence or medium agreement & medium evidence or low
agreement & robust evidence.

1

Very low

50

Less than high agreement & less than robust evidence

Scores assigned per sector (industrial,
artisanal, subsistence, recreational)
and for discarding, per EEZ, per 20
year periods:

a Percentage

uncertainty derived from Monte-Carlo simulations.
“Confidence increases” (and hence percentage ranges are reduced) “when there are multiple, consistent independent
lines of high-quality evidence”.
b

9See Supplementary Materials in

1950-1969
1970-1989
1990-2009
2010-2029

Zeller et al. (2016). Marine Policy 70:145-152.
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Documentation of methods:
Checklist
1) Final database formatted file;
2) Working calculations file (annotated);
3) Working notes on data, methods and assumptions:

• Include uncertainty scores per sector and discards, per time period.

4) Addendum of methods including retroactive changes made;
5) Saved copies of any sources including screenshots of webpages.
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5. Trouble-shooting
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Troubleshooting
• Every reconstruction is different;
• New information can mean retroactive changes need to be made.
Determine how far back necessary to avoid presentist bias;
• Lack of available new/recent information can make updating difficult
and requires more assumptions.
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Troubleshooting: Unlikely catch patterns
• Spikes, crashes, or unlikely rises;
• Spikes:

• Applying a rate to a catch that spikes or
rapidly rises will magnify in unreported.
May or may not be accurate.

• Crash/no longer reported:

• Research whether fishing still occurs
and reconstruct as unreported if so.

• Unlikely steep rise in catch:

• Ex: Methods driven by population
demand or tourist demand for low
resilient species can be unlikely. May
need alternative method;
• Could indicate major change in data
system in a country – requires detailed
investigation.
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Improved reporting affects unreported catch
• If reporting has improved, carry forward method should not employ an unreported rate.

• Requires examination for potential presentist bias versus actual fisheries changes (e.g., foreign
reflagging)
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Improved reporting
• Find new information of how much
reporting covers (new
percentage/rate unreported), new
estimate of total catch for
sectors/species or use a metric of
effort x CPUE;
• In the absence of info, assume the
unreported component remains
the same amount as in the last
year before reporting improves;
• This needs flagging for more
detailed examination.
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Over reporting and adjustment factors
• Over-reported catch may be identified by expert working groups (e.g.,
in RFMOs), or via suspected data falsification;
• In such cases, the application of an over-reporting adjustment factor
(this is marked in the column “adjustment_factor” in the data raw
table) may be required, estimated as :
• Original over-reported amount = catch amount / adjustment factor.

• Any suspected over-reporting needs to be clearly described, and
supported by data sources that helped identify the over-reporting.
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Improving taxonomic
breakdowns
Over time, catch reporting systems have
improved to include greater portions of catch
but also to identify catch to more specific
taxonomic groups;
Species are not always reported earlier in time
series and are not always disaggregated
retroactively;
If this is not a species that has never been
targeted, try to match with catch for family or
broader taxonomic group.
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Improving taxonomic breakdowns

1) Identify the family of each species and sort by sector, reporting status, catch type and family to identify the species to
use for disaggregating a broader category into for earlier years;
2) Take the average proportion of species for the first five years of detailed reporting out of the catch for this family if
information is not available to disaggregate;
3) Apply proportions to catch currently at family for all years preceding catch disaggregated to species level.
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Original methods no longer apply and cannot
be used to carry forward catch
• This may be due to information no longer available, fundamentally
changed data reporting or methods resulting in unlikely catch
(unreasonable steep increase in lobster, etc.);
• Survey literature and consult local experts and see what information
is available that could be used in recent years.
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Cyclones/Epidemics/Wars/Economic
meltdowns/no take MPAs
• These events or others can affect catch patterns by:

• New no-take MPAs been established at such a scale that it impacts catches at
EEZ scale, and seems reliably enforced;
• Large enough that catch declines or stops.

• Cyclone/hurricane/typhoon or other major storm event resulted in loss of
boats/infrastructure and fewer tourists fishing recreationally;
• Economic or political instability or epidemic resulted in more/less subsistence
fishing, more/less coastal migration etc;
• Research how given event has affected fisheries and consider whether/how
to adjust catch. News reports and NGO reports can be helpful sources.
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Changes in subsistence seafood consumption
rate
• In general, per capita subsistence seafood consumption rates have been
declining over time in many countries;
• As a country’s GDP improves and families get more disposable income,
people are more likely to purchase protein if they have the means as it
requires less effort than subsistence fishing;
• If no updated information can be found, but it is certain that subsistence
fishing is declining:
• A) extrapolate the current trend in consumption rate;
• B) assume a 1% decline in consumption rate per year.

• Document this assumption and change clearly, including any information
sources you base your assumption of change on.
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When can a rate be carried forward?
• No information located that
suggests catch rate or discard
rate has changed, assume rate is
consistent;
• Subsistence/recreational catch
rates and per capita seafood
consumption rates: plot sector
to ensure trend doesn’t
suddenly change due to overall
increase in population over time
unless information explains why
the trend would change.
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Population data revised
Population revised
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• Check population trend to make sure no unexplained sudden rise in catch due to revised population data;
• Make retroactive changes to catch data at point where versions of population data diverge.
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National data is no longer available
• Compare national with FAO data:

• If FAO data are similar to previous national data, use FAO totals for years to be
updated:
• Maintain the reported taxonomic breakdown from the last year of national data; or
• If species seem to align, use FAO taxonomic information and match to national taxa.

• If FAO > national data for overlapping years:
• Apply adjustment factors to total FAO data so totals match national data amounts.
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Cannot locate any updated information for
sector
• Some options are:

• Maintain the ratio of unreported to reported catch. Only if catch is not increasing by
much (e.g., reporting is not increasing and causing the increase in catch), catch is
constant or is in decline;
• If reported catch is increasing, maintain unreported landings at the same tonnage
amount (i.e., do not apply the rate) as the last year with data. This will cause a
smaller and smaller proportion of catch to be unreported as catch increases while
avoiding spikes when catch reporting systems could be increasing;
• Maintain the catch at the amount of the last reconstructed year with data. This is
known as flat-lining catch and is the last resort. Note this method is commonly used
by FAO for countries that do not report in some years.

• Use the taxonomic and gear breakdowns from the last year with catch.
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More tools and information
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What other tools are available at
seaaroundus.org ?
• Some examples are:

• Mapped catch;
• End use of catch;
• CMSY stock assessments for species that
make up 90% of species identified catch
from a marine ecoregion;
• Mariculture database;
• Marine Trophic Index;
• Stock Status Plots;
• Sea bird database;
• Estuaries database;
• Fisheries subsidies database;
• Multinational footprint;
• CORU use our catch data with their
parameters for their climate models;
• FERU use our data in partnership with
theirs for economic models.

• Soon to be added:
•
•
•
•

Mean temperature of the catch;
Fishing effort;
Bait;
Transects of catch EEZs.
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Where to find more information
• Please see the following link on our website:
http://www.seaaroundus.org/sea-around-us-methods-index/
• We welcome feedback, and appreciate being informed if factual data
errors are detected and communicated to us directly, ideally with:
• The relevant data and information sources that allow correction of such
factual errors during the next round of data updates;
• An offer to work with us to correct these errors.
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APPENDIX I: TOWARD RANKING MARITIME COUNTRIES BY THE FISH BIOMASS LEFT IN
THEIR EEZS 2
Abstract
The approaches are presented that the Sea Around Us plans to use to rank countries by the biomass
of major exploited species that is left in their Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs), relative to
unexploited biomass of each of these species. These approaches are structured around the use of
several data-limited stock assessment methods, notably the previously reviewed, tested and
published CMSY, BSM and LBB methods. This suite of methods will be applied to fisheries
catches reconstructed for the 1950-2016 period, and complemented by stock assessments
performed previously by others. The results of most of these ‘other’ assessments can be used either
in lieu of our data-limited method assessment results or as informative priors for our assessments.
The case is made that countries should be ranked only by their ‘biomass left’, with other (process)
variables used for interpretation of the resulting ranking.
Introduction
With the development, peer-reviewed testing and increasing availability of the suite of data-limited
stock assessment methods developed by the Sea Around Us research partner, Rainer Froese and
colleagues (i.e., CMSY and BSM: Froese et al. 2017; LBB: Froese et al. 2018) 3 it has become
relatively easy to perform stock assessments (i.e., deriving biomass time series of exploited fish 4
populations) for any species for which a reasonably long time series of catch, length frequency
(L/F) and/or catch per unit effort (CPUE) data are available (e.g., Froese et al. 2018b; Palomares
et al. 2018, 2019).
So far, most of these data-limited assessments have been performed for previously defined stocks 5
(Froese et al. 2018b) or for species-specific data at the scale of Marine Ecoregions (ME; Spalding
et al. 2007), whose CMSY assessments were summarized in Palomares et al. (2018, 2019). The
latter is made possible by the unique spatial allocation of fisheries catch data to half degree
latitude/longitude cells by the Sea Around Us (Zeller et al. 2016; Palomares et al. 2016), which are
then regrouped to conform to any desired geographical entities, e.g. the Exclusive Economic Zones
of countries (EEZs), or Large Marine Ecosystems (LME) or the already mentioned MEs (see

Drafted by Daniel Pauly, Dirk Zeller, Jessica Meeuwig, Rainer Froese and M.L. ‘Deng’ Palomares in
April 2019, for the Minderoo Foundation/Sea Around Us workshop held on 13th – 14th May 2019, in Perth,
Western Australia.

2

Another method, AMSY, focused on assessment based mainly on catch/effort (i.e., CPUE) time series is
in the final stage of testing and may also be used where appropriate.

3

4

Here ‘fish’ include teleosts, elasmobranchs and marine invertebrates.

5

‘Stock’ is here defined as the exploited part of a fish population. Outside of Europe, North
America, Australia and New Zealand, exploited ‘stocks’ are generally not well defined (but see
Mendo 2018). Thus the use of Marine Ecoregions (ME) to assemble catch date that pertains to
geographically and ecologically well-defined entities as a proxy for ‘stock’ areas.
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www.seaaroundus.org). No other global dataset on marine fisheries has this level of spatial detail
or geographical flexibility.
Thus, for large countries or other entities with large EEZs, it is straightforward to estimate how
much fish is left in their EEZs, relative to the unexploited state, given that their EEZs will comprise
either one complete ME or, more commonly several MEs whose major stocks will have been
assessed.
For
example,
the
Australian
EEZ
contains
17
MEs
(www.seaaroundus.org/data/#/meow), each with their own sets of assessments. The situation is
different for countries with smaller EEZs, and whose marine fisheries are bound to mainly or
exclusively exploit stocks shared with neighboring countries. This contribution provides tentative
solutions to this quandary and to related issues, i.e., regarding the temporal baseline of the
assessments, and their use to derive a single indicator of the biomass left in the waters of each
maritime country.
The ‘biomass left’ concept
Numerous indicators of fisheries management success have been proposed, and several of them
are being used in various countries. However, many of these indicators unhelpfully quantify the
management process, or the management effort, but few address what should be the key variable
driving management outcomes, i.e., how much fish is left or remains in the sea relative to what
was originally there. The classic example of this overemphasis on process is assessments by the
Marine Stewardship Council, which is increasingly criticized because of this (Gulbrandsen 2009;
Kalfagianni and Pattberg 2013; Hadjimichael and Hegland 2016).
Based on the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), we take the position
that the biomass that should be left in the ocean is that which will generate Maximum Sustainable
Yield (shorthand: BMSY), which itself is half the unexploited biomass (Bo, or carrying capacity).
Thus, the fraction of current biomass (B) left, for any stock is, according to Schaefer (1954, 1957),
B/Bo, or B/(2*BMSY) 6.
We view the concept of ‘biomass left’ with reference to the unexploited biomass as inherently
easier to convey to the public than biomass-at-MSY (B/BMSY), or even F/FMSY, namely the current
fishing mortality with reference to fishing mortality at MSY, which is often used to express the
results of stock assessments, but which can be understood only by stock assessment and fisheries
management specialists.
The CMSY and other stock assessment methods
The principle of the CMSY method is that multiple biomass trajectories of the biomass of the stock
in question are traced using a Monte Carlo approach, and only those the parameters are retained
that generate the biomass trajectory (or trajectories) that is (are) compatible with the time series of
catches, and a number of constraints (Froese et al. 2017). Here, ‘compatible’ means that, among
other things, the stock does not crash, i.e., its biomass drops to zero.
The CSMY method is based on the logic of the surplus-production model of Schaefer (1954, 1957),
and thus, it assumes that from one year (t) to the next (t+1), the biomass (Bt) follows the equation:

These are some models (notably LBB) which assume that B0 is slightly higher than 2·BMSY; this will be
consider on a case-by-case basis.
6
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𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡+1 = 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 + 𝑟𝑟(1 − 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 ⁄𝑘𝑘 )𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 − 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 ……………………… (1)

where r (year-1) is the intrinsic rate of growth of a population (called ‘resilience’ in Musick 1999
and Froese et al. 2000; 2017), k is the carrying capacity (here Bo), and Ct is the catch in year t.
However, Equation (1) is slightly modified when the biomass falls below 0.25k, to allow for
depensation or reduced recruitment when stock size is severely depleted (Froese et al. 2017):
𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡+1 = 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 + (4r 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 ⁄𝑘𝑘 )(1 − 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 ⁄𝑘𝑘 )𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 − 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 | 𝐵𝐵𝑡𝑡 ⁄𝑘𝑘 < 0.25 ……… (2)

where the term 4rBt/k ensures a linear decline of recruitment below half of the biomass capable of
generating maximum sustainable yield (MSY).
Other stock assessment methods exist which can be used to estimate B/BMSY. They generally fall
into 2 classes:
1) Complex methods, requiring extensive datasets, often including fisheries independent
data (e.g., from scientific trawl or hydro-acoustic survey);
2) Methods devised for applications to data sparse situations (e.g., length-frequency data of
the species caught, or catch per effort data).
We will use the B/BMSY estimates from stock assessments performed with the methods in (1)
wherever such assessments have been performed, as documented in the primary literature and in
specialized databases, notably the widely used the RAM Legacy Database 7, which mainly refers
to assessments performed in developed countries (the E.U., Canada, USA, Australia…).
For other countries, we will complement the CMSY stock assessments of the Sea Around Us with
assessments based on length-frequency analyses using, e.g., the LBB method of Froese et al.
(2018, 2019) and some of its predecessors (ELEFAN, then yield-per-recruit analysis), which, as
well, can be used to estimate B/BMSY.
The ‘biomass left’ should be…a biomass
It may be tempting to add refinements to the ‘biomass left’ concept as the driver for ranking
countries. For example, the biomass left could be expressed economically as potential value (by
considering the ex-vessel sales price of the fish of which it consists), or in ecological terms (by
weighing the biomass by tropic level, which would make the large fish near the top of the food
web ‘count’ more than small forage fish), etc. However, such schemes are not likely to obtain a
consensus among practitioners. Also, they would be far more difficult to explain to the public;
indeed, they would immediately reduce the ‘biomass left’ concept to one that only experts can yet
again understand. Thus, it is suggested here that the ‘biomass left’ concept be a straightforward

7

www.re3data.org/repository/r3d100012095
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expression of the biomass of all (exploitable) fish, relative to the estimated carrying capacity of
the ecosystems in which they occur 8.
The ‘biomass left’ in countries with stock assessments
There are a few, mostly large countries or other entities with large EEZs, encompassing several
MEs that independently assess a large fraction of the fish stocks exploited in their waters using a
variety of stock assessment methods, all generally deriving B/BMSY estimates. Prominent among
them are Australia, the EU, Canada, and the USA.
For these countries, it is proposed that we compare the results of independent assessments (as
published in the scientific literature, government literature and/or in the RAM Legacy Stock
Assessment Database) with our stock assessments performed using the data-limited suite of
methods. This could lead to several outcomes:
i)

ii)
iii)

The ‘other’ assessments, if they are deemed of sufficient quality (e.g., peer-reviewed
and well documented) and if they assess the performance of the stock over a
sufficient time period, can be used in lieu of our data-limited assessments as the
measure of B/BMSY for the given stock that will be used for the GFI. This may also
assist in increased buy-in from the stock assessment experts and general scientific
community in these countries;
The ‘other’ assessments, if they pertain to species for which our data-limited
assessments can be performed, could provide informative ‘priors’ for the data-limited
assessments undertaken, which will thus be improved;
When catch data do not exist in the Sea Around Us database for a species with ‘other’
assessment, the estimate of B/BMSY from the ‘other’ assessment for the species in
question can be incorporated into the ‘biomass left’ average for the country in
question, weighted by (a) the contribution to the total catch of the assessed species,
and (b) the length of the assessment period considered.

Also, it is proposed that all ‘other’ assessments considered should be based on data sampled for at
least one year in the 21st century. Or, put differently: time series of catch, CPUE or lengthfrequency data should end in 2000 or later, such as to avoid old assessments to have an undue
influence on our results. All assessments (some weighted as suggested above) should pertain to
species jointly contributing to at least 80% of the current catches taken in a given EEZ 9.
It will be then assumed that the unassessed taxa, jointly contributing less than 20% of the catches
in each EEZ, have been reduced as suggested by the resulting mean B/Bo (i.e., B/(2*BMSY) of the
assessed stocks accounting for 80%. Thus, we assume that unassessed taxa experience the same
biomass trend as the average of assessed taxa.

There will be cases in which that carrying capacity has changed, e.g., due to changes in the frequency of
El Niño events in Peru. Such cases will have to be identified, and weighted such that they do not massively
influence what should be an index reflecting the success of fisheries management.

8

When a country has several EEZ ‘chunks’ (such as Canada’s East, West and Arctic Coasts), it will be
necessary to derive a mean B/BMSY of all the chunks, weighted by the contribution of the catches in each
chunk to the total catches in all the EEZs of that country.
9
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For EU countries, given the stock sharing resulting from the EU Common Fisheries Policy, the
mix of species caught in their EEZs will determine which available B/BMSY values (as estimated
earlier by ICES, or recently by Froese et al. 2018) will be used to compute their mean B/Bo 10.
For other countries that have little choice but to provide access to their EEZs to foreign fleets 11
which then contribute to overfishing the resources therein, the low B/Bo that will be estimated will
be an expression of their political and economic weakness, not necessarily of their management
performance per se 12.
Estimating the biomass left in countries without stock assessments
Some countries, e.g., Albania or Gambia have coastlines so short that they cannot be expected to
encompass more than a minute fraction of the distribution ranges of the fish stocks exploited in
their small EEZs 13. As these countries usually do not perform stock assessments, the mean B/BMSY
per stock they exploit will be computed, weighted by the contribution of each species to the catch
made within their EEZ.
For example, if a country currently features in its catch mainly wide-ranging species with a low
B/BMSY, this country will have a lower mean B/Bo than a country which catches mainly species
with a higher B/BMSY.
Argument for using the year 1950 as a baseline
When dealing with changes, e.g., the changes inflicted by fishing onto the oceans, it is appropriate
to study or use data from as long a period as possible, such that even small changes can be
perceived.
The Sea Around Us considered 1950 as the best year to start its time series of reconstructed catches
because 1950 was:
1) The first year for which FAO began to publish annual statistics of maritime fish landings
for every country in the world;
2) The first year of a decade that saw the rebuilding and beginning of the geographic
expansion of post WWII industrial fisheries in the world; and

The resulting country-specific B/Bo estimates will thus reflect the ‘deals’ agreed between EU countries,
some of them having ‘traded’ certain stocks they do not care about against others they value more.

10

For example, West African countries with rich demersal resources, or small island states in the Pacific,
with rich tuna resources.

11

This is where governance or other variables not related to stock abundance will be most useful for
interpretation: to explain why a country may have a low B/Bo although it may have the best intentions in
the world, but has to accept non-sustainable fishing in its EEZ because it is politically weak and/or
economically vulnerable.
12

This does not apply to heavily localized, sedentary stocks of, e.g., bivalves exploited by subsistence
fisheries; however, their catch is often very small in overall terms and hence will not influence the results,
even for very small countries.

13
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3) The first year of the last decade in which Europe and some other countries controlled
colonies in Africa, the Caribbean, Asia and the Pacific, thus providing a strong contrast
between historic periods.
While detailed accounts of fisheries and catch statistics were sometimes hard to locate for the
1950s and the following decades, they were not necessarily less reliable than more recent statistics
and accounts. In fact, the increasing tendency to misreport catch and landings, which grew with
the imposition of quotas in more recent decades, and the fact that, in recent years, governments
spend decreasing amounts of resources on monitoring their fisheries, will tend to compensate for
the relative security of detailed data from 50 years ago.
Thus our CMSY assessments, which cover the years 1950 to the near-present, benefit immensely
from being anchored in early catch data, which usually lead to better estimates of carrying capacity
Bo (see Appendix).
In contrast, even analytically extremely complex stock assessments (see above), if performed with
truncated time series data will tend to underestimate MSY levels and carrying capacity in all cases
where a strong industrial fishery operated in the period preceding the sampling program producing
the data considered by the assessment. Thus, we consider the unfortunately common practice by
stock assessment experts of truncating available catch time series to be at times biased and
potentially questionable, as described in the Appendix.
One last thing
The Sea Around Us can and will be able to provide mean B/BMSY estimates for all maritime
countries of the world in timely fashion, i.e., estimates of the biomass that is left in their water
(i.e., B/Bo). With these estimates, it will be straightforward for staff of the Minderoo Foundation
to rank all countries of the world by what is unquestionably a standardized and fully comparable
measure of their success at managing their fisheries based on the core principles agreed upon by
the global community via UNCLOS, namely MSY, which is a measure directly related to B/Bo. It
will be tempting to link separate or additional indicators of management success and a host of
other indicators to B/Bo, e.g., capturing some aspect of the management process.
We think that such additional indicator(s) should be only used to interpret the country ranking
based on B/Bo, but should not be used as a variable impacting the ranking itself, as that would
automatically generate a composite indicator, which has been shown numerous times to be nearly
impossible to easily interpret and understand (see, e.g., Ocean Health Index). Our focus on
“biomass left” is analogous to the use of the prevalence of slavery used to rank countries in the
Global Slavery Index, with additional dimensions (i.e. inequality) informing the issue of
vulnerability (Minderoo Foundation 2018). Whatever the additional variable(s) may be, if they
were to be used jointly with B/Bo to generate a composite ranking, the result would not be a ranking
by ‘biomass left’ in the oceans.
Please note that we are not suggesting that additional indicators, such as governance would not be
helpful. What is suggested is that they would be most helpful in (i) interpreting the B/Bo ranking,
and (ii) providing suggested levers for countries to improve their rank. It is our understanding that
item (ii) is the ultimate goal and purpose of the GFI.
We are very interested in the success of the GFI, which will depend on its transparency and
simplicity. This is the reason why we suggest to define it in a simple and transparently singular
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manner, namely as ‘biomass left’, and why we should use process and other variables only for
interpretive purposes.
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IMPLICATIONS OF SHIFTING BASELINES IN FISH STOCK
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Introduction
Marine resources are subject to overexploitation all across the globe, and we continue to
fish harder and catch less and less fish. In this day and age of rapid, anthropogenic change, we can
observe the booms and busts of resources within a single generation. At the same time, change can
occur over many generations, where each generation considers the initial existing conditions to be
the standard ‘healthy’ baseline. Both of these types of overexploitation are dangerous, however
the slow decrease in abundance of a species can go undetected and undervalued until it is too late.
This is the phenomenon of ‘shifting baselines’ (Pauly 1995), which can have critical implications
for the management and conservation of exploited marine resources.
In the current state of the world’s fisheries, nations and international organizations are
calling for better management of fish stocks in order to secure this economically, ecologically, and
culturally valuable resource for future generations. In 1982, the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UN National Assembly 1982) established Exclusive Economic Zones, areas which
extend 200 nautical miles from the coast, and announced that measures must be taken to conserve
marine resources so that they are capable of producing maximum sustainable yield (MSY).
Although the concept of MSY provides the framework for which most fisheries management is
now built upon, the majority of fished stocks have no MSY estimates available (Martell and Froese
2013). Therefore, there is a strong need to utilize new methods which open the doors to conduct
stock assessments on as many exploited stocks as possible in order to gain a wider understanding
of the status of global fisheries and how to move forward with management decisions.
A fisheries stock assessment is a tool used to describe the past and current conditions of a
fish stock through examination of the effects of fishing and various factors. Stock assessments are
integral to fisheries management and can be used to make predictions about how a fish stock may
respond to different management scenarios. Stock assessments require catch, abundance, and
biological information over a time series in order to analyze the current stock status with respect
to sustainable yields. However, the beginning of a time series is often chosen based on the quality
of data record keeping, which in many cases is poor or non-existent, even if fishing was taking
place. Therefore, assessments may use a truncated time series, where the starting point chosen not
account for relevant historical dynamics. Truncation can mask important trends including
historical spawning stock biomass maximum, reduction of population abundance variability, and
past recoveries (Prefontaine 2009). The results of such assessments can implicate harmful

This report is based on a term paper submitted by a MSc student of Daniel Pauly on March 22, 2019, and
added here as an appendix as it wonderfully demonstrates the biasing effect of short time series of catch in
assessing MSY and carrying capacity.
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management decisions, such as setting quotas too high and endangering the ability of the stock to
replenish its exploited population. For that reason, it is important to address the phenomenon of
shifting baselines as it presents itself in stock assessments and compare it with more robust time
series in order to reveal the true status of marine resources. By using the longest time series
possible, past trends are exposed and can be used to inform better management decisions.
Methods
Utilizing a new method developed by Martell and Froese (2013, updated in 2017) called
Catch Maximum Sustainable Yield (CMSY) allows reference points to be estimated from catch,
resilience, and stock status information on data-limited stocks. This can be especially useful for
fisheries managers to make informed decisions concerning the status of a stock, in the absence of
the variety of other data requirements used by alternative stock assessments. When compared to
MSY estimates from full stock assessments, this method shows comparable results and thus can
be seen as a good alternative method in data-poor situations (Martell and Froese 2013). In addition,
a Bayesian-Schaefer Model (BSM) complements the CMSY model when a time series of relative
biomass is available. CMSY analysis is used in this study on selected stocks within the RAM
Legacy Stock Assessment Database (RAMLSAD 2018) that exhibit truncated time series
(Prefontaine 2009). These stocks were analyzed twice, first with the truncated catch time series,
and then again with the updated and expanded catch baseline. The results are shown in stock status
plots revealing time series of catch, biomass, exploitation, and the relative stock size versus relative
exploitation. As well, the results of the analysis provide fisheries reference points such as MSY,
FMSY, and BMSY, which can be useful for fisheries management.
Results
The first stock selected in the RAM Legacy Stock Assessment Database is Atlantic herring,
Clupea harengus, in the North Sea. ICES assessed this stock with the stock identifier HERRNSIIIa-VIId. Two stock assessments were chosen, the first with a catch time series covering the years
1960-2011 and the second from 1947-2017. Therefore, the first stock assessment is truncated by
13 years. In this case, truncation conceals a historical biomass maximum (Prefontaine 2009).
However, this concealment does not seem to have implications for management. As seen in Figure
1, the MSY and BMSY results for management use both fall within a similar range where the
truncated time series (Figure 1a) experiences MSY at approximately 652,000 tonnes per year and
BMSY of 1,910,000 tonnes, while the expanded baseline (Figure 2a) experiences MSY around
693,000 tonnes per year and BMSY of 1,917,000 tonnes.
Yellowtail flounder, Limanda ferruginea, stock in the Cape Cod/Gulf of Maine region
represents the second stock examined by CMSY and BSM analysis. The Northeast Fisheries
Science Center (NEFSC) assessed this stock under the identifier YELLCODGOM. The truncated
assessment of this stock, shown in Figure 2a, uses the catch time series of 1985-2014, while the
expanded baseline, shown in Figure 2b, uses a time series of 1935-2007. In this case, the truncation
of 50 years has serious implications for management and conceals historical biomass maximum as
well as a steep decline in biomass. As a result, the truncated time series estimates MSY around
1740 tonnes per year and BMSY of 3850 tonnes, while the expanded baseline estimates MSY at
3430 tonnes year and BMSY around 8170 tonnes. Therefore, concealment of historical trends leads
to sustainable yield estimates doubling when historical time series are extended. As well, the lower
right panels of both Figure 2a and 2b show the estimate of relative biomass (B/BMSY). The
truncated stock is perceived to be in the healthy range in recent years while the more robust
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assessment shows the stock is being overfished. This is due to the narrow scope that the truncated
assessment uses to provide a lower estimation of MSY and BMSY, which in turn allows the stock
to look healthier than the reality.
The final stock chosen is Atlantic herring, Clupea harengus, in the North Irish Sea, assessed
by ICES under the stock identifier HERRNIRS. The time series experiencing a 19-year truncation
is shown by the 1980-2017 assessment of the stock (Figure 3a), while the 1961-2015 assessment
(Figure 3b) exhibits an expanded baseline. As seen in the upper right panel in Figure 3b, this stock
experiences a recovery from low initial biomass, historical biomass maximum, and another
depletion before the next truncated time series begins. The truncated assessment estimates MSY
at 6500 tonnes per year and BMSY at 21600 tonnes, while the expanded assessment estimates MSY
around 12100 tonnes per year and BMSY at 50,000 tonnes. In addition, the lower right panel in
Figure 3a and 3b shows the differences between stock status perceptions, as the truncated stock is
shown in the healthy range, while the expanded stock presents as overfished. In summation, both
fisheries reference points and stock status perceptions are affected by truncation.
Discussion
Fishing has been occurring for thousands of years and now, we have reached a critical point
in history where the majority of global fisheries are overexploited and in need of management
measures to protect and rebuild stocks before they reach depletion. Unfortunately, fishing is poorly
represented in historical records, where oftentimes records and assessments select a starting point
that does not represent the full scale of change. This truncation has direct influence on how we
view ecosystems in terms of “healthy” and “unhealthy”. Therefore, we must demand a reset of
baselines for those that have shifted, and reconstruct historical catches where records are lacking,
as we do not have the luxury of time or resource security to continue to accept progressively
unhealthy fish stocks (Pauly 1995).
As shown by Prefontaine (2009), truncations appear in many stock assessments by various
fisheries management bodies, and this effect conceals patterns of recoveries, low abundance levels,
fluctuations, historical spawning stock biomass maxima, and other dynamics. Using the CMSY
method to analyze three stocks, which exhibited truncated time series, shows that there are
differences between using truncated or extended time series, and this can have implications for
fisheries reference points used by management. Stocks that undergo similar patterns of biomass
fluctuations in both lengthened and shortened time series, such as the North Sea herring stock, may
not be affected by truncation. However, assessed truncated stocks which discount historical
biomass declines, such as the Irish North Sea herring stock and yellowtail flounder stock in Cape
Cod/Gulf of Maine, can shift the baseline of MSY and produce reference points that are illinformed and narrow in scope. This ultimately can create a false perception of stock health, from
which conservation initiatives and management can build upon, further diluting the misconception
that a stock may be ‘healthy’ or ‘unhealthy’.
We have become accustomed to setting our standards lower each generation that we accept
the extractive practices conducted in the ocean without taking a second to step back and reassess
what a ‘healthy’ ecosystem should look like. Therefore, it is useful and necessary to use extended
time series wherever possible in combination with approaches such as the CMSY method to allow
for data-poor stocks to be assessed. Through building our understanding on the history of human’s
impact on marine ecosystems around the world, we can better comprehend how marine resources
respond to fishing pressures and create management frameworks to improve their status.
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Figure 1a. Summary report for truncated time series of Atlantic herring (1960-2011), Clupea harengus, in the
North Sea, which presents results for management use. Grey areas indicate 95% confidence limits in the upper
panels and lower left graph. The lower right panel shows the trajectory of relative stock size (B/BMSY) as a
function of fishing pressure (F/FMSY). The “banana” shape around the assessment of the final year triangle
indicates uncertainty with yellow for 50%, grey for 80% and dark grey for 95% confidence levels.
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Figure 1b: Summary report for Atlantic herring (1947-2017), Clupea harengus, in the North Sea, which
presents results for management use. Grey areas indicate 95% confidence limits in the upper panels and lower
left graph. The lower right panel shows the trajectory of relative stock size (B/BMSY) as a function of fishing
pressure (F/FMSY). The “banana” shape around the assessment of the final year triangle indicates uncertainty
with yellow for 50%, grey for 80% and dark grey for 95% confidence levels.
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Figure 2a: Summary report for truncated time series of Yellowtail flounder (1985-2014), Limanda ferruginea,
in Cape Cod/The Gulf of Maine, which presents results for management use. Grey areas indicate 95%
confidence limits in the upper panels and lower left graph. The lower right panel shows the trajectory of relative
stock size (B/BMSY) as a function of fishing pressure (F/FMSY). The “banana” shape around the assessment of
the final year triangle indicates uncertainty with yellow for 50%, grey for 80% and dark grey for 95%
confidence levels.
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Figure 2b: Summary report for Yellowtail flounder (1935-2007), Limanda ferruginea, in Cape Cod/The Gulf
of Maine, which presents results for management use. Grey areas indicate 95% confidence limits in the upper
panels and lower left graph. The lower right panel shows the trajectory of relative stock size (B/BMSY) as a
function of fishing pressure (F/FMSY). The “banana” shape around the assessment of the final year triangle
indicates uncertainty with yellow for 50%, grey for 80% and dark grey for 95% confidence levels.
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Figure 3a: Summary report for truncated time series of Atlantic herring (1980-2017), Clupea harengus, in the
North Irish Sea, which presents results for management use. Grey areas indicate 95% confidence limits in the
upper panels and lower left graph. The lower right panel shows the trajectory of relative stock size (B/BMSY)
as a function of fishing pressure (F/FMSY). The “banana” shape around the assessment of the final year triangle
indicates uncertainty with yellow for 50%, grey for 80% and dark grey for 95% confidence levels.
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Figure 3b: Summary report for Atlantic herring (1960-2015), Clupeid harengus, in the North Irish Sea, which
presents results for management use. Grey areas indicate 95% confidence limits in the upper panels and lower
left graph. The lower right panel shows the trajectory of relative stock size (B/BMSY) as a function of fishing
pressure (F/FMSY). The “banana” shape around the assessment of the final year triangle indicates uncertainty
with yellow for 50%, grey for 80% and dark grey for 95% confidence levels.
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